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About
DoneIn2Minutes is a productivity application which has been designed to track 
your task processing. It works well with other applications like NextAction! Or 
TaskMaster.

You can track your task processing speed very easily.

Integration Made Easy
The easiest and most efficient way to get access to DoneIn2Minutes at every time is to assign one of your BlackBerry® device's Convenience Keys to it. 

Most current BlackBerry models come with at least one convenience key which is freely assignable to any application installed on a BlackBerry® Wireless Handheld. This 
key can be pressed at any time from within any application to start the application that has been assigned to this key before. E.g. by default, the convenience keys of a 
BlackBerry Curve are set to: Left Convenience Key → Voice Dialing; Right Convenience Key → Built-In Digital Camera.

To assign DoneIn2Minutes to a Convenience Key of your choice please proceed as followed:

1.  Go to Options from within your Home Screen.
2.  Go to  Screen/Keyboard.
3.  Select the Right or Left Convenience Key field.
4.  Assign DoneIn2Minutes to the convenience key of your choice.
4.  Press the Menu key.
5.  Click Save and exit this screen.

An example of this setup screen is shown on the right side. 
A complete Howto on this topic can also be found here.

Productivity made by S4BB Limited
DoneIn2Minutes  is just one productivity product created by S4BB Limited for 
your convenience. Our professional GTD™  application NextAction! For 
example, is a straight implementation of this principle for handling all your 
tasks on a BlackBerry® Wireless Handheld.

You can find more applications for mobile productivity at our website:

www.s4bb.com

Integration Ideas
The DoneIn2Minutes  idea is to find out whether or not your task processing 
speed fits into a specific time frame. So it makes sense to access the program 
while you are processing your tasks. No matter which task application you are 
using, when you start processing a task you should switch over to 
DoneIn2Minutes, process it, and check if you made it within the time frame.

Requirements: BlackBerry® OS 4.0 or above
GTD and Getting Things Done are trademarks of the David Allen Company. The RIM, BlackBerry and SureType families of related marks, images and symbols are the exclusive properties and trademarks of Research In Motion Limited.
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